Data Modernization Accelerator
Modernize your data estate with Azure, to enable data science and self-service BI reporting to become a data-driven business
Data Modernization

Problem
• Your data resides in different systems - from spreadsheets to legacy systems.
• You can't bring data together to evaluate and gain business performance insights.
• You lack cloud platform training or configuration expertise to move your data to the Azure cloud confidently.

Solution
1. Targeted workshops cover security principles, risk assessment, risk migration strategies, Azure data services networking and security foundations, governance and cost control.
2. We work with you to get your Azure Data Services Platform up and running quickly with the right security and access controls, while establishing an efficient cloud adoption posture.
3. We can help you get more business value from your data using Azure Synapse for analytics and Power BI for visualization of your data.
4. Throughout the process, we maximise knowledge transfer by working with you as a blended team.

Outcome
Get strategic business value from your data
A cloud-based data modernisation – architected by Insight and built on Azure – has given the Department a platform to securely bring together police, child services, public housing, custody and other records into a single platform and overlay it with predicative behavioural analytics to identify children at risk.

- Easily find children who need support early.
- Introduce support programs for early intervention.
- Reduce crime rates.